In Missouri you and your exploration team must find and
touch the following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The tribe of blue men
A place used to rest after traveling long distances
The orange equipment left over from recess
Stairs that do not lead to a bedroom
A large yellow fork missing its middle tong
The tall tall tower

You must also get:
1.

The signature of an adult Indian guide

In Iowa you must find and touch the following landmarks:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A well from which water no longer flows
A chained up tire
A wooden hut without a door
The home of recess toys

You must also get:
1.

The signature of an adult explorer

In Nebraska you must find and touch the following
landmarks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A garden made of only rocks, without flowers
The large chessboard
A black container for trash
A place where chess pieces are kept
A clock without batteries

You must also get:
1.

Key:

The signature of an adult explorer

In Missouri (The turf field) find and touch the following
items:
1.
The tribe of blue men (the football training dummies)
2.
A place used to rest after traveling long distances (the
benches)
3.
The orange equipment left over from recess (bases
scattered about the field from kickball)
4.
Stairs that do not lead to a bedroom (the metal stairs
that lead out of the turf field)
5.
A large yellow fork missing its middle tong (the back
side of the far goal post)
6.
The tall tower (the tower next to the turf field)
You must also get:
1.
The signature of an adult Indian guide (Mrs. P.)
In Iowa you must find touch the following landmarks:
1.
A well from which water no longer flows (the old water
fountain)
2.
A chained up tire (the tire swing)
3.
A wooden hut without a door (the wooden playhouse
on the lower mulch)
4.
The home of recess toys (inside one of the large plastic
bins where toys are kept)
You must also get:
1.
The signature of an adult explorer
In Nebraska find and touch the following landmarks:

1.
A garden made of only rocks, without flowers (the rock
garden by the blacktop with states painted on it)
2.
The large chessboard (the squares of the chessboard)
3.
A black container for trash (trash cans)
4.
A place where chess pieces are kept (the wooden bins
with chess pieces in them)
5.
A clock without batteries (the sundial by the garden)
You must also get:
1.
The signature of an adult explorer

